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What we’ll cover:
•Establishing Collection Field 
Properties
•Administrative interface
•Dublin Core mapping 
•Building search queries
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Administrative Tools
? Setting Up and Defining Collections
? Field Properties and DC Mapping
? Controlled Vocabulary Implementation
? Updating Metadata Items (Java based)
? Adding New Items (Approval Workflow)
? Building the Index
? Custom Queries and Results
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Setting up a Collection
? Create directory on server
? Import existing collection or create new
? Initial metadata for new collections:
? Default Dublin Core template
? Template from existing collection
? Ownership
? Directory must be owned by web server’s user
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Establishing Collection 
Field Properties
? Understand existing metadata 
schema (especially Dublin Core)
? Determine the data elements you 
need to describe your collections 
and what supporting standards you 
will need
? Review CONTENTdm field properties
? Document your decisions
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Help with Dublin Core
? Using Dublin Core
http://dublincore.org/documents/usageguide/
? DCMI Metadata Terms
http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/
? Western States Dublin Core Best Practices
http://www.cdpheritage.org/resource/metadata/wsdcmbp/index.html
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CONTENTdm Field Properties
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Field Properties cont.
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Data Elements : Subject Access
? Controlled vocabularies or not?
? If yes, which ones to use? 
? LCSH, AAT, TGM, local, 
? Different types of subjects: names, 
topical, geographic, chronological
http://libweb.uoregon.edu/catdept/meta/digsubj.html
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Browsing Controlled Vocabulary
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Reviewing Contents of a Populated Field
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Changing Field Position
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Simple and Qualified 
Dublin Core
? 16 elements (and counting)
? Numerous refinements or 
“qualifications” of the top elements
? Most elements and their refinements 
are represented as choices in 
CONTENTdm
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Example of Simple and Qualified 
Dublin Core
Simple DC Element:  title
? Definition: A name given to the resource.
? Comment: Typically, a Title will be a name by 
which the resource is formally known.
Element Refinement:  alternative
? Definition: Any form of the title used as a 
substitute or alternative to the formal title 
of the resource. 
? Comment: This qualifier can include Title 
abbreviations as well as translations. 
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Dublin Core Mapping
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Dublin Core Mapping cont.
? The mappings aren’t always clear
? Different best practices documents 
interpret DC elements differently
? Some problem areas:
? Relation vs. Source
? Format vs. Type
? Subject vs. Coverage (Spatial and Temporal)
? Creator vs. Contributor
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Dublin Core Mapping cont.
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Web Design - Interface
? Using “Custom Queries and Results”
? Custom Browse Interfaces
? Custom Search Interfaces
? Editing the Web Templates
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“Custom Queries and Results”
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Customizing Queries
? Produces either a URL or an HTML 
form to paste into a webpage
? Further modification of queries is 
possible
? Some query types limited to one 
collection, others can search across 
multiple collections
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Customizing Results
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Customizing each View
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Grid View
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Thumbnail View
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Bibliographic View
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Title View
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Browse by “Virtual Collection”
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Developing Advanced Searches 
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CONTENTdm Advanced Search
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Static Website vs. Dynamic Pages
? Dynamic pages can be customized
? JavaScript driven
? Styles from CSS
? Labels of buttons set in variables
? Basic changes are straightforward
? Complex changes require 
programming
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Documenting decisions
? Document decisions about 
mappings, standards, thesauri, 
preservation, etc.
? Make documentation web accessible 
for ease of reference and for sharing 
with others outside your institution
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http://libweb.uoregon.edu/catdept
/meta/metahome.html
